If you’re new to Twelve South, know everything we design is inspired by and created for Apple products. Our premium leather cases fit iPhones and iPads like a glove, our product colors complement Apple colors, and our designs enhance the look and feel of Apple products. We’re all in with Apple.

Along with beautiful accessories that enhance Apple products, we deliver exceptional customer service – to both retail and wholesale customers. We’re not only passionate about our products, we have a special appreciation for the Apple fans who purchase them.

On behalf of our small team headquartered in Charleston, South Carolina, thank you for taking a closer look at our products.

You can see more product photos and videos at twelvesouth.com
Curve for MacBook
Elevates your Mac while raising the bar for MacBook stands (Page 10)

Products for Mac
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PlugBug Duo
MagicBridge
SuitCase for MacBook
Tailored notebook case with interior pocket

Minimal design. Maximum style. Meet SuitCase for MacBook. SuitCase for MacBook is a sharp dressed hardshell case tailored for those ready to shed plastic cases for a refined style on par with the look of MacBook. The dark grey textile exterior is punctuated with a signature diamond pattern that looks as comfortable in the boardroom as it does in casual settings. Slide open the dual zippers to reveal a soft, cushy micro suede interior. Slip a few documents or your Lightning cable into the interior pocket.

Key Facts:
- Minimalist hardshell case for carrying MacBook
- Boardroom ready design with signature diamond pattern
- Provides rugged protection for your notebook
- Dual zippers, leather handle and elastic hinges

Compatibility / Part Number:
BookBook for MacBook

Novel protection with a secret compartment

BookBook is the iconic MacBook case that makes a statement, while providing six-sided protection, wherever it goes. BookBook features premium leather hardback covers, a crush-resistant spine and soft microfiber lining to stylishly protect the newest MacBooks. What makes this case extra sweet is its hidden portfolio pocket. Use this secret compartment to hold printed photos, swatch samples, contracts, etc., right underneath your MacBook.

“Finally, there’s the beauty of these cases. Twelve South puts quality into all of their products, and the BookBook is their showstopper.”

— Apple World Today

Key Facts:
- Handmade from genuine leather
- Hidden compartment for documents, swatches, contracts, etc.
- Use BookBook as a case or sleeve

Compatibility / Part Number:
- 13-inch MacBook Air/Pro (12-2020) / $89.99 / £79.99 / €89.99
“Curve is a gorgeous, functional stand that is meant to display the MacBook as the work of art that it is.”

Mac Sources

Curve for MacBook
Elevates your Mac while raising the bar for MacBook stands

Curve is an elegant, flowing aluminum stand designed for the most attractive laptop in the world, your MacBook. With its beautiful matte finish (in black or white) and improved ergonomic design, it is the ultimate partnership of style and functionality. Use your MacBook on Curve to create a more comfortable desktop with your favorite external keyboard and mouse, or use the combo with an external display to create the perfect dual-screen setup. When it’s time to go mobile, unplug and roll out leaving a modern sculpture behind.

Key Facts:
- Modern, minimal stand for MacBook
- Elevates screen 6.5 inches
- Keeps 70% of the base exposed for optimal cooling
- Allows for one-handed opening of MacBook

Compatibility:
- Apple MacBook
- Apple MacBook Air
- Apple MacBook Pro

Part Number:
- 12-1708 (Black) / $59.99 / £59.99 / €69.99
- 12-1915 (White) / $59.99 / £59.99 / €69.99
Curve Riser for iMac & Displays
Height-adjustable stand for iMac & Displays (Page 14)

Curve for MacBook
Desktop stand (Page 10)
Elevate your iMac or external display with Curve Riser.

Curve Riser is a premium metal stand inspired by Curve for MacBook. This sleek, fixed-height stand showcases and elevates your iMac, iMac Pro or external display to a more comfortable viewing height. The convenient storage shelf holds hard drives, hubs and personal gear. The metal shelf's ventilated design keeps optimal airflow for gear and devices. The storage area is even large enough for audio interfaces or even a Mac mini. Elevate the look and comfort of your workspace with Curve Riser.

Key Facts:
- Elevates iMac or external monitor for improved ergonomics
- Integrated shelf stores hubs, hard drives and personal gear
- Design complements Curve for MacBook, for a streamlined desk setup
- Fits monitor bases up to 10-inches wide

Part Number:
- 12-1815 (Black) / $79.99 / £79.99 / €89.99
- 12-2142 (White) / $79.99 / £79.99 / €89.99
Curve Flex
Portable desktop stand for MacBook

Meet Curve Flex, the MacBook stand as flexible and mobile as MacBook. Position Curve Flex as a desktop wedge or elevate it for the perfect desktop setup. Flex the stand up to 22 inches for eye-level video calls or to align your MacBook screen with your external display. When it’s time to switch locations, fold Flex and slip it into the included neoprene travel sleeve.

Key Facts:
- Adjustable stand elevates laptop from 2 to 12 inches
- Raises screen for improved ergonomics and webcam appearance
- Pairs with external keyboard and mouse for comfortable desktop setup
- Folds flat for portability and travel

Part Number:
- TS-2201 (Black) / $79.99 / £79.99 / €89.99
HiRise Pro for MacBook

The first height-adjustable, MagSafe-compatible MacBook stand.

HiRise Pro does what fixed stands can’t do. It adjusts up and down to the perfect height for eye-level video calls or to align with your favorite external display. HiRise Pro is also the first and only stand that stealthily holds your MagSafe Charger for a streamlined workspace. The metal and leather-trimmed height-adjustable stand beautifully matches Apple’s Pro accessories.

What you’ll love about HiRise Pro for MacBook:
- Adds 2.5 to 6-inches of height for a more ergonomic desk setup
- Elevates webcam to eye level to look your best on video calls
- Built-in housing to add MagSafe Charger (not included) to base
- Fits all laptops and MacBooks from 13-inch Air to 16-inch Pro

Compatibility:
- All MacBook models

Part Number:
HiRise Pro for iMac and Displays

Elevates iMac and displays to a whole new stratosphere

Improve your view. Hide desk clutter. HiRise Pro is a beautiful beast of a stand that boosts your iMac or monitor to one of four height variations for reduced neck strain while working. To reduce desk clutter, the all-metal stand doubles as a gear garage for hiding your wallet, AirPods, hubs, and hard drives. This sleek stand includes a double-sided gunmetal / walnut veneer front plate so you can tailor the stand to your environment.

Key Facts:
- Height-adjustable stand for iMac and displays
- Internal storage for hard drives, personal items, or excess cables
- Leather valet top for items such as iPhone, keys, etc.

Compatibility:
- Apple iMac
- Apple iMac Pro
- External displays with a base width of 10 inches or less

Part Number:
- 12-1719 / $169.99 / £179.99 / €199.99
BookArc
Vertical desktop stand
for MacBook (Page 24)
BookArc for MacBook

Turn your MacBook into a desktop.

Meet BookArc, the most popular vertical MacBook stand in the world. Don’t lose precious desk space when using MacBook to run your desktop setup - simply slide your MacBook into the silicone slot, connect it to an external display, add a full-size keyboard and mouse to enjoy the comfort of a desktop setup.

Ready to hit the road? Unplug MacBook and BookArc’s newly designed cable-catch feature keeps your cables from falling to the floor. Three interchangeable inserts ensure BookArc will be the perfect home for your MacBook.

Key Facts:
- Declutters and simplifies your desktop space
- Optimizes your full-size display’s video performance
- Improves airflow for your MacBook
- Interchangeable inserts allows BookArc to adapt to your latest MacBook
- Cable-catch feature keeps cables managed and from falling to the floor

Compatibility:
- MacBook Air w/Retina Display (2018 - Current)
- MacBook Pro w/Thunderbolt 3, USB-C (2016-CURRENT)
- MacBook Air (Late 2010 - Current)

Part Number:
- 12-2004 (silver) / $59.99 / £59.99 / €69.99
- 12-2005 (space grey) / $59.99 / £59.99 / €69.99
StayGo USB-C Hub
The first desktop-friendly USB-C Hub

When looking for a USB-C hub, you’ll notice most plug in right next to your MacBook - creating a rat’s nest of cables and cords hanging off the side. Yuck. StayGo delivers all the ports you need, but with a setup long enough to neatly tuck away and keep the front of your workspace clean and tidy. Plug in StayGo to connect to all your desktop gear and power - hidden out of sight, but ready to go.
MagicBridge connects Apple’s Magic Trackpad 2 to your Apple Magic Keyboard, creating the sleek, one-piece input device you’ve been dreaming of. MagicBridge creates an amazingly efficient keyboard you can pair with iMac, MacBook, or your Apple home theater setup. Use it on your desk, the sofa, or anyplace else you use your Apple Magic Keyboard and Apple’s Magic Trackpad 2.

Key Facts:
- Works with Apple Magic Keyboard (MagicBridge), Magic Keyboard with Numeric Keypad (MagicBridge Extended) and Magic Trackpad (not included)

Compatibility:
- Magic Keyboard, Magic Keyboard with Numeric Keypad and Magic Trackpad (versions charged via Lightning cable)

Part Number:
- 12-2024 (MagicBridge Extended White) / $49.99 / £44.99 / €54.99
- 12-2025 (MagicBridge Extended Black) / $49.99 / £44.99 / €54.99
Hi Rise 3
3-in-1 desktop charging stand
(Page 32)

Products for
iPhone + Apple Watch

Highrise 3
ActionSleeve 2
Forte for MagSafe
PlugBug Slim
Hello HiRise 3. Goodbye cluttered nightstand. HiRise 3 is an elegant stand designed to wirelessly charge your iPhone, Watch, and AirPods at the same time, in a space smaller than an iPhone. The vertical space saving design creates a more zen-like vibe, ending the clutter of multiple charging cables or a mousepad-sized flat charger. HiRise 3 floats iPhone upright with MagSafe so you can read notifications and silence the snooze without lifting your phone. As a bonus, the flat base on HiRise 3 can charge AirPods or any older phone without magnetic charging. Enjoy sweeter dreams knowing your three most important devices will be fully charged with the alarm sounds.

Key Facts:
- Charge your iPhone, AirPods and Apple Watch on one elegant, space-saving device
-磁性坚固的10W充电器可将MagSafe iPhone横放，方便充电时使用
- 小巧的尺寸比iPhone占用的台面空间更小
- 能给AirPods、AirPods Pro或第二部手机充电
- 使用任何20W USB-C Power Adapter（不包括在内）

Part Number:
Forté for iPhone
A step above other iPhone 12, 13 or 14 charging stands

Forté for iPhone is a modern wireless charging stand made exclusively for iPhone 12, 13 or 14 and the Apple MagSafe Charger. Snap your MagSafe Charger into Forté and you instantly have a clever way to dock your iPhone 12, 13 or 14 while it wirelessly charges at a speedy 15 Watts. Forté magnetically holds your phone vertically or horizontally for hands-free use. As a bonus, the platform tilts up to 70-degrees to create the perfect viewing angle or even a charging pedestal for your AirPods. When it’s time to travel, your MagSafe charger easily pops out to go.

Key Facts:
- Pairs with MagSafe Charger for fastest wireless charging possible
- Holds iPhone in portrait or landscape and tilts 70-degrees
- Use as a pedestal charger for AirPods and AirPods Pro
- Easily insert and remove MagSafe Charger (not included) for travel

Part Number:
- 12-2020 / $89.99 / £79.99 / €89.99
ActionSleeve 2
Maximum flexibility for maximum flex

ActionSleeve is a fabric armband that helps you expand the way you work out with Apple Watch by giving you the option to wear it wherever it’s most comfortable, not just the wrist. When placed higher on your arm, ActionSleeve still keeps the sensors on Apple Watch in close contact with your body so you can continue closing rings and monitoring your steps. As a bonus, ActionSleeve surrounds & protects your Apple Watch from nicks & dings while keeping its digital crown fully accessible.

Key Facts:
- Offers the flexibility to wear Apple Watch where it’s more comfortable or works better for your particular sport or activity.
- Keeps sensors in contact with skin to track workouts, heart rate, etc.
- Easily switch between your favorite watch bands and ActionSleeve.
- ActionSleeve 2 is designed for Apple Watch Series 4, 5, 6 and SE.

Part Number:
- 12-2035 (40mm) / $39.99 / £34.99 / €39.99
- 12-2036 (44mm) / $39.99 / £34.99 / €39.99
PlugBug Slim
Our first ultra-thin USB-C wall charger

PlugBug Slim is the first ultra-thin USB-C wall charger for iPhone, iPad, AirPods and HomePods from Twelve South. This space-saving charger is just 0.67 inches (17mm) thick, making it look like part of the wall. No need to move your desk or nightstand to plug in your phone charger. PlugBug Slim has 20 watts of power to charge your iOS devices at full speed. As a bonus, the prongs fold flat, making PlugBug Slim an ideal travel charger. Get the charger that’s sleek and slim - just like the devices it charges.

Key Facts:
- Ultra-slim, space-saving USB-C charger
- 20-watts to charge all iPhones & iPads at full speed
- Folding prongs make it travel, pocket and purse-friendly

Part Number:
- 12-2113 / $24.99
HoverBar Duo
Adjustable arm for iPad (Page 44)

Products for iPad
Compass Pro
HoverBar Duo
HoverBar Tower
StayGo mini
Compass Pro
A new Compass Pro for a new iPad

The new iPad Pro is a creative pro’s dream. Now, meet its easel. The completely redesigned Compass Pro is a versatile all-metal folding stand that holds your iPad at three different angles — both vertically and horizontally. Use Compass Pro as a hands-free display stand, an active desktop stand for interacting with iPad, or as a typing/sketching wedge. This solid steel stand has soft silicone in the right places. It’s strong, stable, and folds flat to go wherever your iPad roams.

Key Facts:
- Holds iPad at three different angles for hands-free (or hands-on) use
- Super-stable metal design supports even the largest 12.9 iPad Pro
- Second leg tilts iPad up to a more comfortable typing or sketching angle
- Folds flat for complete portability and works with most iPad covers and cases

Compatibility:
- All models of iPad Pro, iPad Air and iPad

Part Number:
12-1895 (Gunmetal) / $59.99 / £54.99 / €64.99
HoverBar Duo
Adjustable arm for iPad

HoverBar is an adjustable arm that lets you expand how you use iPad. At your desk, HoverBar’s weighted base allows you to use it as a desktop stand alongside your Mac with SideCar to keep an eye on your calendar, stock feed or for hands-free FaceTime collaboration. Install the clamp onto HoverBar, and attach it to the ledge of your desk, tables or to your kitchen cabinets - holding your iPad up off the counter so you can follow a recipe while keeping your iPad out of the spill zone.

Key Facts:
- Includes both weighted desktop stand and shelf clamp for maximum flexibility
- Holds iPad up to two feet in the air and all the way down to the base
- Perfect for hands-free video calls, 2nd screen Mac Sidecar, iPad kitchen use, etc
- Creates a flexible iPad desktop workstation with external keyboard + trackpad

Compatibility:
- Fits all iPad models & sizes, even with most cases attached
- Clamp attaches to edges up to 1.5 inches thick

Part Number:
- 12-2021 HoverBar Duo for iPad / $59.99 / £59.99 / €69.99
- 12-2143 HoverBar Duo with Snap (black) / $79.99 / £79.99 / €89.99
- 12-2144 HoverBar Duo with Snap (white) / $79.99 / £79.99 / €89.99
**HoverBar Tower**

Tower of power for workouts and hands-free iPad use.

**HoverBar Tower** is a flexible floor stand for iPad that's perfect for Apple Fitness+ workouts and so much more. Attach your iPad to this height adjustable stand and workout with your favorite trainers anywhere in your home or outside on the porch.

Position this floor stand low to the ground for a yoga class, at eye level for music lessons, or in front of your stationary bike. HoverBar Tower can even hold iPad above your desktop monitor as a second (or third) screen. Use iPad in unlimited ways with HoverBar Tower.

**Key Facts:**
- Holds your iPad hands-free for Apple Fitness+ workouts
- Adjusts iPad screen height from under 3 feet to over 5 feet
- Provides stable iPad use alongside home exercise equipment
- Compatible with all iPad models, even with most iPad cases attached

**Part Number:**
- TS-2208 (Black) / $129.99 / £129.99 / €149.99
- TS-2209 (White) / $129.99 / £129.99 / €149.99
StayGo mini
More ports for more productivity

StayGo mini USB-C Hub makes editing video and photos or polishing presentations on your iPad Air or iPad Pro much more convenient. How? By giving you four more ports to get things done. With a headphone jack, USB, USB-C and an HDMI port, you can connect and power your most essential accessories. Connect StayGo mini directly to your iPad or use the included 19-inch long cable to place the hub below your Magic Keyboard or HoverBar Duo. Maximize the power of your iPad with a StayGo mini.

Key Facts:
- USB-C hub connects peripherals to your iPad or MacBook
- Four ports: USB-A, HDMI, headphone/audio out and USB-C, power
- Pass-through power to charge or power accessories
- Connects directly to iPad or below with the included cable

Part Number:
12-2039 / $89.99 / £89.99 / €99.99
Products for Audio

AirFly Pro / Duo
AirFly
AirSnap Pro
AirFly Pro for Wireless Headphones
The ultimate wireless headphone adapter

AirFly is a wireless headphone adapter that lets you use your favorite wireless headphones or earbuds in places that only have a headphone jack - like airplanes and treadmills. Plug this tiny transmitter into a headphone jack to listen to in-flight movies or the TVs at the gym. AirFly Pro lets two people listen to the same soundtrack, podcast or music with their favorite noise-cancelling headphones or AirPods.

Key Facts:
- Allows wireless headphones to connect to wired headphone jacks
- Pair two sets of headphones at once for shared listening
- Send music from your phone to the AUX-IN in your car or boat
- Built-in battery lasts up to 16 hours and recharges via USB-C

Compatibility:
- Most wireless headphones
- Apple AirPods & AirPods Pro

Part Number:
- 12-1911 / $54.99 / £59.99 / €69.99
AirFly SE
Meet the newest AirFly.

AirFly SE is the newest, easiest, most affordable way to listen to in-flight movies with your wireless headphones or earbuds. AirFly SE has a 20+ hour battery and a battery indicator so you know when it’s time to recharge. New Volume controls let you turn sound up or down without touching the seat back screen. Mute the sound with two taps when the beverage cart arrives. Sounds great, doesn’t it?

Key Facts:
- Connects one pair of wireless headphones to any wired headphone jack
- Enjoy music, movies and entertainment in-flight or at the gym
- Volume controls let you adjust sound up or down plus quick mute
- Built-in battery lasts 20+ hours & includes pass-through charging

Compatibility:
- Most wireless headphones
- Apple AirPods & AirPods Pro

Part Number:

AirFly DUO for Wireless Headphones
Share audio with two pairs of wireless headphones regardless of brand

AirFly Duo is a wireless headphone adapter that lets you use your favorite wireless headphones or earbuds in places that only have a headphone jack - like airplanes and treadmills. Plug this tiny transmitter into a headphone jack to listen to in-flight movies or the TVs at the gym.

AirFly Duo lets two people listen to the same soundtrack, podcast or music with their favorite noise-cancelling headphones or AirPods.

Key Facts:
- Connects two pairs of wireless headphones to any wired headphone jack
- Enjoy music, movies and entertainment with a friend
- Easy-to-use dual button design pairs both headphones in seconds
- Built-in battery lasts 20+ hours & includes pass-through charging

Compatibility:
- Most wireless headphones
- Apple AirPods & AirPods Pro

Part Number:
- 12-1914 / $44.99 / £49.99 / €59.99
A colorful new way to protect & carry your AirPods.

AirSnap is a leather case designed to protect, carry and charge your AirPods Pro or AirPods (3rd gen.) + Wireless Charging Case. Tucked inside AirSnap, your Wireless Charging Case is protected, while allowing you to charge AirPods wirelessly or via cable. Use the removable S-clip to attach your AirSnap to a backpack, purse or attach your gym pass or keys to the handy clip. We also include a nylon wristlet for a third way to keep your AirPods close to you.

**Key Facts:**
- Leather case protects AirPods Pro or AirPods (3rd gen.) + Wireless Charging Case
- Included S-clip attaches AirSnap to a purse, keys or gym pass
- Charge wirelessly or via cable
- Nylon wristlet included for additional way to carry

**Compatibility:**
- AirPods (3rd gen.)
- AirPods Pro (all generations)

**Part Number:**
- TS-2205 (AirPods 3rd gen, Black) / $34.99 / £34.99 / €39.99
- TS-2206 (AirPods 3rd gen, Cognac) / $34.99 / £34.99 / €39.99
- TS-2207 (AirPods 3rd gen, English Lavender) / $34.99 / £34.99 / €39.99
Thank you.
We appreciate you taking the time to browse our catalog of made-for-Apple accessories. You can find more product details and images on our website. Visit our social media pages to hear our amazing customers sing our praises.